
Dynamic Layouts



What goes on a page?
 
Images: photographs, illustrations

Typography: headlines, subheads, pullquotes, body copy

Design elements: rules, shapes, arrows, etc. (Anything 
part of the layout but not image or type.)



Good layout is about  
balancing variety and 
consistency.

Too much variety and each page or spread has  
nothing to do with the previous pages.

Too much consistency and things get really boring. 



Every project has its own sweet spot 
between consistency & variety.

Instructional and informational materials 
should be more consistent.

Magazines can have more variety

CONSISTENT VARIETY
VARIETY CONSISTENT



Every project has its own sweet spot 
between consistency & variety.





Everything needs a bit  
of layout variety. 
(Except maybe dictionaries and bibles?)



Ways to add consistency

• Each page uses the same grid.
• Limited typographic palette
• Standardized graphic elements, 

such as rules, icons, image  
dimensions, etc.

Ways to add variety

• Varied placements
• Color changes
• Contrast in all varieties: color,  

size, shape, pace, etc.



TIP!

It is easier to push something too 
far, be wrong, then scale it back 
than to be conservative and have 
to invent things later on.



Bad Examples
(a.k.a what not to do)



This is bad.
...and my mom can make 
this in Word



Better...
...but still boring and bland.

Good intent but poor  
execution and solution.



Don’t do this.
(If you do, that photo has to 
be really good.)



Just don’t.



Getting to good...



Your job is to help move 
the eye around the page.



Objects in the layout have an implied movement.

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit.”

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecte-
tur adipiscing elit. Cras at facilisis nisi, 
finibus ultrices turpis. Vivamus ut enim 
in neque consequat rutrum. Etiam leo 
eros, mollis non gravida at, tincidunt 
ut quam. Vivamus sem est, pharetra ut 
velit convallis, aliquam dictum arcu. 
Nunc viverra ante at ipsum ultricies, 
id dapibus arcu gravida. Pellentesque 
pulvinar justo vitae porttitor convallis. 
Morbi viverra auctor ex, quis auctor 
urna condimentum sed. In tempor tor-
tor at efficitur congue.
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consecte-
tur adipiscing elit. Cras at facilisis nisi, 
finibus ultrices turpis. Vivamus ut enim 
in neque consequat rutrum. Etiam leo 
eros, mollis non gravida at, tincidunt 
ut quam. Vivamus sem est, pharetra ut 
velit convallis, aliquam dictum arcu. 
Nunc viverra ante at ipsum ultricies, id 
dapibus arcu gravida.

PHOTOGRAPH
horizontal movement

PHOTOGRAPH
vertical movement

BODY COPY
vertical movement

BODY COPY
horizontal movement

PULL QUOTE
horizontal movement

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisc-
ing elit. Cras at facilisis nisi, finibus ultrices turp-
is. Vivamus ut enim in neque consequat rutrum. 
Etiam leo eros, mollis non gravida at, tincidunt ut 
quam. Vivamus sem est, pharetra ut velit conval-



Horizontal movement can also be controlled 
based on the image or justification of the text.

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing.”

PHOTOGRAPH
Horizontal Movement, Right to Left, Right Bias

PULL QUOTE
Horizontal Movement, Left to Right, Right Bias.



Good things happen through relating  
items and their movements.

“Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing.”



Getting better!

It still needs more, but you 
can see that the veritical 
stress of the text contrasting 
with the horizontal arrange-
ment of the images is pleas-
ing to the eye.



Simple  
directional  
contrast

Not much here, but what 
makes this work? 

Directional contrast (A is  
vertical, bar is horizontal) 
and size contrast.



Size contrast



Most students do not use  
size contrast effectively.  

Learn this and instantly  
make your work better  
than most of your peers.



DYNAMISM IS
CONTRAST.



Small, medium, large



Small, medium, large
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Try to have a few things of each size  
in your layouts. 

Be sure to not crowd. 

If you’re going for minimalism,  
have one very large element and  
one very small.



GRIDS AND MARGINS



Margins typically increase in size going around the page 
clockwise, starting with the inside margin.
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2
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Sometimes the  
outside margin is 
more sizeable to save 
room for captions or 
reader’s thumbs.



Larger margins are seen as more elegant/formal.



More columns provide 
more options for the layout.



Twelve columns is nice too. 
Seems excessive? 

You probably won’t use all 12, 
but 12 columns can be simpli-
fied to 2, 3, 4 and 6 columns easi-
ly, so it makes sense for a grid sys-
tem that will hold lots of different 
kinds of content.







Certain type sizes work better  
for certain applications.

a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
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CAPTIONS

BODY COPY

SUBTITLES AND PULLQUOTES

HEADLINES



TIPS AND EXAMPLES



Changing the column width 
can distract the reader. 
They’ve gotten used to a  
certain line length and 
changing it slows them down. 
It’s also an easy way to provide 
a bit of structure right away.

Keep body  
copy columns  
consistent.



Use the bleed
How are bleeding elements 
used in this layout to make 
tension? Where is there  
directional contrast?



Whitespace
You don’t need to fill every 
inch of the page. Give your 
elements room to breath —
sometimes what’s not  
there is more powerful  
than what is.



High contrast
Don’t be afraid to make 
something really big or real-
ly small. This is an easy way 
to create high impact and 
make a bold layout.



Make and break
the spread.


